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Thirty-six is an ordinary number: the number inches in a yard,

gallons in a standard UK beer barrel, the atomic number of

krypton. It is also, incredibly, the number of shows nominated

for the D’Oscars 2021, the awards ceremony celebrating the

achievements of everything Durham Student Theatre. We have

had three waves of the virus, over a year of COVID-19

restrictions, millions of deaths, tens of DST shows cancelled,

and billions of lives transformed - yet, despite all of this, thirty-

six DST productions have been conceptualised, cast,

scheduled, rehearsed, performed, edited, publicised, watched

and reviewed. For me, once again, this illustrates the sheer

determination, innovation and resilience of the theatrical

community at Durham.

As we travel into the next year, we all hope for a closer and

freer existence, including the return to the anticipatory buzz of

a live, physically existent theatre. However, we do so having

multiplied the possibilities for theatre-making. Audio drama,

videography, editing, livestreaming, and entirely online theatre

are all new fields that have exploded with talent, even from a

point of necessity. Next year, Durham Student Theatre will be

returning even bigger and better, with a fantastic new First

Night editor, Alexandra Hart, at the helm. I am so excited for

what comes next. 

-Sophie Tice, First Night Editor 20/21



Above all, I am incredibly proud of how our theatrical artists have preserved in the face of tremendous difficulty. Live

theatre needs a live audience, a crucial factor that has been impossible in the last few months. As a community, I hope

that we can learn some important lessons from producing under COVID-19. Namely, continuing the long-lasting

reach of digital theatre to complement the live offering - and making sure there are understudies! 

The tumultuous year(s) of DST 

Head of Student Theatre, Kate Barton, speaks to the resilience of the Durham Student Theatre

community amongst the devastating unpredictability of COVID-19. 
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What a year it’s been! I thought I might live through war or this ongoing environmental crisis – but never a plague. The

whole theatre industry has been completely devastated by this international crisis, with many artists losing their

livelihood or receiving little to no government support as freelancers. Within Durham, we have seen over 50 cancelled

productions, with many students losing out on their precious time at University in Durham. It has been utterly heart-

breaking to see something out of our control radically change everything we do here. 

In March 2020...

It was horrible not to have a normal summer season of

shows in the Assembly Rooms Theatre. Nevertheless, I was

grateful to work with the Gala Theatre to produce

Onstage: Online as a digital festival for professional

performances and emerging student theatre companies. 
We re-cancelled everything scheduled for Michaelmas

term. Yet, I am pleased we invested in quality cameras to

capture performances even in the absence of live

audiences. 

We re-cancelled all of spring - again. Even so, I am

pleased to say Durham Drama Festival Continued to thrive

online with more views and reach than ever before. 

We are in the summer again, and a glimmer of hope

was on the horizon. Although we are not out of the

woods yet, with more productions cancelled and

understudies ready in the wings, I am hopeful that we are

slowly leaving this tricky ordeal.

A thank you to Alice for being my rock and a fantastic theatre development co-ordinator this year,

a thank you to Lotta for putting up with the ever-changing show listings and cancellations,

a thank you to the whole DST exec who helped continue to meet online and steer the ship, 

a thank you to theatre company presidents who remained resilient and creative, 

and a thank you to the whole community – those who reviewed, box officed, wrote, filmed, directed, produced, teched

or even those who bought a ticket! Thank you for contributing and supporting the Arts at Durham. 

A few thank yous...  

I was devastated to have to cancel our Spring Season.

However, I am incredibly proud of the shows which

turned online and the teams who taught us how to

reshape digital theatre.

In June 2020...

In November 2020...

In January 2021

From June 2021



"The music explodes with the tension and

thrill; the story reeks of swashbuckling

adventure" - Molly Knox's review of 'The

Three Musketeers', by various (Best Audio

Drama in D'Oscars 2021), DST First Night 

"The writing, the acting, the direction – it was on par

with professional theatre of the highest order" -

Daniel Mahaleh's review of 'Icons', by Tom Murray

(Best Play at D'Oscars 2021), DST First Night 

"After opening night, it is clear that

DDF is as strong as ever in its new

online appearance" - Jodie Sale's

review of Degenerate, by Harry

Jenkins (Co-winner of Best Writer at

DDF 2021), DST First Night 
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Despite restrictions and some last-minute

cancellations, all of these shows were beautifully

produced and creatively rehearsed during the 2020-

21 academic year.



An idiot’s guide to writing/directing in DST

A DST director is a unique phenomenon. You have a thousand jobs. You direct, you 

cast, you organise rehearsals, you help design the set, the lighting, the promo...etc. 

You’ll have a team to help you out, but ultimately you’re responsible for it all. Nothing 

will go exactly to plan. People will drop out, you’ll paint the flats upside down, you’ll 

promise to raise money for a charity and end up making a net loss. This is just Tuesday. 

There will be dark evenings, usually in winter. Resilience is key. In some ways, this 

provides one of life’s most valuable lessons: Entropy. Chaos is inevitable. In the transient 

and deadline-riddled sprawl of student life this is tenfold. The true test is your ability to 

adapt to it. You must be malleable. Work with what you have - always be liberal to new 

ideas. If your actors are forced to socially distance on stage, think: “How can I make 

this constructive? How can I take this limitation and turn it into a new world of 

possibilities?”. If you do this well, things might exceed your original expectations. By the 

time it’s done, you won’t be able to imagine having done it any other way. 

The Hustle 

There’s a fine but crucial line between earned respect/reputation and nepotism. We gravitate towards familiarity and safety comes

with casting people you know are reliable. However, you must always cast those who give the best audition. After many shows,

you’ll begin to notice patterns. Coincidentally, in every one of my shows, the lead has been a person called Ben from Trevs. All

different Bens. This disturbs me. We are creatures of habit, but by the time you find out it’s too late to do anything about it. 

Nepotism

To write is to expose a very intimate side of yourself. It is to make yourself vulnerable, naked to criticism, judgement, even

psychoanalysis. And it takes strength to make yourself vulnerable. The main thing people ask me is where I gain the confidence to

do it. The truth is, I’m not necessarily a confident person. Anxiety is something I’ve grappled with all my life. I live in perpetual

fear, a fact I put down to being born by caesarean - the first thing I saw in this world was a knife. I had a lisp when I was younger,

something that I fought for many years to suppress. I’ve been told by a friend that lisps are a symptom of subconscious anxiety

about speaking. This strikes me as odd, for anyone who knows me well knows I don’t ever  shut up. But I think that reveals

something very true about the nature of expression. We are paradoxical. Nothing is simply black or white. You can be the most

anxious person in the room and the seemingly most confident. I spent a lot of my time in Durham worrying about what people

thought of me - suppressing aspects of myself to avoid some imagined scrutiny. When you do this, you can never be truly happy.

There will be setbacks. Remember: everyone fails. Nobody talks about the rejections, only their successes. Outgrow them. Be

brave. And if you want to write, write. 

Exposed

Asking a finalist for advice on how to put on a show in DST feels like asking an infant for tips on how to walk. The

moment you feel you’ve got the hang of it you’re moving on. Nevertheless, Tom Murray's three years of writing and

directing in DST have been incredibly enriching. Here are some of the things he's learned:

As the director of your own play it’s easy to unwittingly find yourself becoming a kind of dictator, albeit a very handsome and

benevolent one. It’s crucial to surround yourself with bright people willing to challenge you. This will improve your ideas. If you

aren’t willing to staunchly defend a moment in your play, it isn’t right. 

The Prod Team
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I set up Tethered Wits with Amy Porter, another Durham alumni, in 2019. We met in

school and ended up being involved in the same show in my first term at university.

Afterwards, we decided to set up the company in our local area so that Amy could

continue to make theatre after graduation, and I could engage at home alongside DST.

Tethered Wits’ key aim, as the name suggests, is to unite likeminded people who are

passionate about theatre; a collaboration and a tying together of minds to produce art.

We draw together a range of people for our shows both from Durham and our local

Gloucestershire area. Tethered Wits put on their first show at the Tuckwell Amphitheatre

Open Air Festival two years ago and are producing a short outdoor tour of ‘Pygmalion’ in

the surrounding areas of Gloucestershire in August 2021. 

First Night talks to English Studies graduate, St John's College alumna and DST President 2020-21,

Gabriella Sills. This summer, she is directing George Bernard Shaw's Pygmalion with 'Tethered Wits', a

theatre company Sills co-founded with fellow Durham alumna Amy Porter. After that, Gabbie will be

studying Creative Producing at Mountview next year.

Spotlight on... Tethered Wits

How and why did you decide to set up Tethered Wits?

Working as DST President this year has given me invaluable experience in dealing with the

current Covid-19 restrictions. Representing DST at many meetings with various staff and 

student groups focusing on dealing with Covid-19 has awakened me to the extent of health and safety planning needed in our

current times. This is something I am certainly trying to transfer to keep our cast and audience safe in Tethered Wits’ tour.

Additionally, organisation is massive. Running a company in DST can be challenging, but obviously there is a lot more at stake

with the possibilities of financial losses on your own company’s show, which is why we tried to make this year’s project as

commercially viable as possible. 

Next year I have been accepted onto the Creative Producing MA at Mountview Academy [one of the UK's leading drama schools],

for which I am extremely excited. With this move to London, I am hoping to also expand Tethered Wits’ reach from just the

Gloucestershire area, possibly to the capital itself. I would class myself as a producer and director-choreographer, and Tethered

Wits makes continuing these roles as sustainable professions a possibility. In the current climate, as long as we make theatre in

some capacity, I will be happy!

What are your aims and hopes, both for yourself and Tethered Wits going forward?
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How has your experience as President assisted you? 

I would say take every opportunity you can to both build your portfolio and meet

some incredible people. DST is brimming with fantastic, interesting individuals with

inventive, creative ideas. It also provides companies with ample funding to support

these big visions, so take command of this opportunity. Plus, don’t be afraid to ask

the DST exec about these opportunities. DST’s structure can be confusing at the

best of times, and the exec are there to help. Other than wishing away Covid-19, I

think my Fresher self would be pretty happy with how I am leaving Durham -

though it is a little terrifying!

To find out more, head to the Tethered Wits website (www.tetheredwits.com) or

follow the company on social media (@tetheredwitstheatre).

What would you say to your Freshers self? 



When I first came up with the idea that became Foundations, I was working through my mixed feelings about technology. I wanted

to think about the ways that humans relate to machines, because I didn’t know how to relate to them myself. Often, we talk about

technology and machines as if they are something detached from us, whether good or bad – robots try to annihilate humanity in

movies; tech billionaires talk about how technology will save us like a kind of Deus ex machina. I thought there was something

strange about this – humans make machines, they have always been part of us. We talk about mechanical production

dehumanising workers, but the qualities we associate with machines – rationality and efficiency – are hailed by humans, not

robots. If we talk about humans being in conflict against machines, the truth is that some humans are in conflict with the kind of

humans that make those machines. 

I wanted to imagine a world where machines are different to what we associate with them now, because I think a future like that is 

possible. Coming from a background of theatre tech, I love the old lighting fixtures we use in the Assembly Rooms because they

are inefficient – we keep using them even though they might be old-fashioned or temperamental because we think they look

beautiful, and their history is worth preserving. Continuing to use ‘obsolete’ technology is something that I find charming because

it just seems so human to me. I don’t by any means think puppets are 

obsolete technology, but they are a very old kind of mechanism – 

and preserving that art form is important.

I’m so grateful to our amazing cast who made our wacky robot world a

real place. When I first made Pins and Bolts, I was scared that the puppets 

would be too creepy for anyone to be able to connect with – but everyone

treated them as if they were almost human (which they are!) almost 

immediately, giving them much more personality and vitality than I could 

have imagined. I love that now I don’t remember who contributed what to 

the show– it truly is something we built together, and that is something special. 

 

Anna Bodrenkova on the idea itself...

Wrong Tree's 'Foundations' 

‘The machine is us, our processes, an aspect of our embodiment. We can be responsible for machines; they do not

dominate or threaten us. We are responsible for boundaries; we are they.’ (Donna Haraway, A Cyborg Manifesto)
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First Night speaks to Aimee Dickinson and Anna Bodrenkova, Co-Directors and conceptualisers of Wrong

Tree's most recent export, 'Foundations'.

Wrong Tree Theatre Company creates devised pieces that normally revolve

around physical theatre, so when we signed up to co-direct a Wrong Tree

show during a pandemic, it was clear we had our work cut out for us. It

was our intent to find a way that a devised physical show could still be

created without relying on human-to-human contact. This is where the

puppets came into play, as they allowed us to navigate awkward distances

by creating the illusion of contact at a time when people crave it more than

anything else.

The show tells the story of two individuals and their unlikely connection

across the world of humans and the world of robots, all in the lurking

shadow of a villain whose narrow-minded ideals threaten to rip away

individuality and self-expression. Are we becoming machines? Are

machines becoming too much like us? Is there another possibility?

Foundations is a play about technology, love, and bad dancing told

through physical theatre and puppetry.



Pitch Productions' 'A Single Lady' 

The story began with a shared fascination with Elizabeth I. As a monarch, Elizabeth I is an enigma. Whilst she is synonymous with

ideas of female power, she existed within a hierarchy built for men, often by relinquishing her own femininity. Probe further into

historical accounts of her life and this ideal of her as ‘The Virgin Queen’ is problematised by her extensive relationships with some

of her closest advisors, namely Robert Dudley - there is much speculation and conspiracy on the nature of this relationship, as ‘The

Single Lady’ heavily implies. It is this speculation, and Elizabeth’s careful cultivation of her political image, that raise the show’s

central theme: historiography. 

Throughout, in the character of History himself, a caricatured personification of the privileged voices that get to dictate the stories

of the people they oppress, the show attempts to illustrate history’s inability to ever recount the full truth, and its ultimate tendency

to tell the truth that best fits its own political agenda. The show’s influences, deeply rooted in R&B musical traditions and LGBTQ+

 pop culture, by contrast, pay heed to some of those voices that have been historically quieted, hoping that, like Elizabeth, they will

find an authentic expression of themselves and their true intention and feelings throughout the musical. It's a Rom-Com with a

deeper meaning: boy meets girl, girl happens to be the Queen, girl must weigh up 

if the boy is really worth losing her head over (in all sorts of ways), whilst the world 

must decide whose side of the affair it really believes. 

Writing a musical with one of your favourite people is a wonderful experience. The 

show is just as much a letter to mine and Will’s relationship and understanding of 

each other as it is anything else. During March 2020-March 2021 I think Will and I 

saw each other in person a grand total of 3 times, meaning the main body of the 

musical was written during the hours we spent on Facetime and Zoom. Bizarrely, this 

process seemed to work: we would call, come up with a concept, spend our days 

separately pondering this and then come back together and write. A shoutout must 

be given to our respective parents and housemates who had the joy of listening to 

both of us cackling into the early hours of the morning. The result is a show of which 

we are both incredibly proud and are having the most amazing time working on with 

our phenomenal cast - another group of people with more talent than seems fair! 

Director and Co-Writer Lauren Brewer takes us through DST's most recent student-written musical export,

presented by Pitch Productions, that promises feminism, medieval politics and pop-y tunes. 
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Whilst The Single Lady tells the story of Queen Elizabeth I and her court, its origins as a

show come from a slightly different history. Way back in 2020 BC (Before Covid), having

seen an advert on Facebook for a ‘medieval pop musical’ about the Wars of the Roses,

a very eager history/musical theatre nerd found herself in the position of Director. Little

did I imagine then where that would land me! 

Unfortunately, that show, A Mother’s War, is still yet to grace the Durham stage, another

victim of the relentless cancellations in theatre this year. But its entrance into my life

brought with it a certain Will Drake, writer/musical director extraordinaire, a man with

more talent than ought to be humanly possible. Working together on A Mother’s War as

Director and MD respectively, we established a creative partnership that just seemed to

work: we got each other’s references and were excited by the same things. After a

summer of playing with online iterations of A Mother’s War and frequent conversations

about an elusive ‘future project’ together, in Michaelmas term this year we finally bit the

bullet and began to write what would eventually become ‘The Single Lady’. 

Catch 'The Single Lady' 21st-23rd of October 2021 in The 

Assembly Rooms Theatre, Durham.



Pheonix Theatre's 'Medea' 
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Medea feels particularly pertinent for Durham due to the renewed

prominence of the IT’S NOT OK Durham movement and cast member

Honor Douglas’ newly founded ‘Our Durham Streets Now’ campaign.

Both currently focus on the surge in street harassment over lockdown,

citing the terrifying statistic that one in five women have been affected. In

line with this, the play’s male characters are not strong; their power and

security derive solely from the societal systems that provide them with

authority. Medea is shown to be entirely at the mercy of these same

systems and is forced into horrifying actions to regain agency. This

violence at the culmination of the play engages us with the struggle of

those at the margins of society and the near impossibility of progression

in the face of systematic oppression. 

There is a reason this story has persisted through the ages, just as Medea

herself persists through the twists and turns of her turbulent life. The

tragedy of Medea is universal, despite being played out in classical

extremes.

Moreover, relevance is found within the imagery that has recently saturated social media, following the tragic death of Sarah

Everard and the following movements protesting sexual harassment and violence against women. As with many of the social

movements in recent memory, this begs the question – why did someone have to die for the issue to be brought to the forefront of

our social consciousness? As the details of the Sarah Everard case are brought into sharper focus, we are reminded of how severe

acts of male violence against women are only surprising due to how systemic misogyny and r*pe culture continually looks the other

way. As a society, we ignore the pattern and the escalation. We allow predators to stay in positions of power, even after they have

revealed their true selves. I was struck by the thematic relevance of Medea to this image and have chosen to begin the show by

emphasising that ‘abuse of power comes as no surprise’. The beginning tableau is a reference to how the Durham vigil for Sarah

Everard vigil was cancelled due to Covid-19. This production is not only dedicated to the memory of Sarah, but to the hundreds of

female lives lost to senseless violence, particularly the women of colour and trans women whose names are not granted the same

media attention.

 

The play is relevant to even the most recent events. Take Vice President Harris’ statement to

Guatemala City on immigration across the US/Mexican border: ‘Do not come. Do not

come.’ Despite the fact that seeking asylum at the US border is a completely legal method

of arrival, Harris’ disparagement of potential immigrants is emblematic of the xenophobia

and institutional oppression rife within contemporary political systems. The relationship

between Jason and Medea can be used to examine the relationship between the Coloniser

and the Colonised. Her banishment from Corinth is aligned with VP Harris’ chilling ultimate

promise: ‘If you come to our border, you will be turned back.’ I hope the portrayal of

Medea’s position as an immigrant and the overwhelming insecurity she experiences as a

result will facilitate discussions here in the Durham University community concerning our

lack of diversity, insufficient support for minority groups, the failings of the University to

foster community issues extend into Durham Student Theatre. Profits from the show will be

donated to STAR, Student Action for Refugees, which ties in closely to the thematic scheme

of the play; the talks that they organise and the discussions that they facilitate are integral to

the progression of education around diversity issues. 

Even for a director who has seen the show hundreds of times, from its distant and stilted Zoom conception to its performance on

the Assembly Rooms stage, Euripedes’ Medea continually finds new ways to be startlingly and strikingly poignant. 

Emily Oliver argues for the contemporary relevance of classical Medea for modern violence against women,

xenophobia, and the health of Durham's community. 



TOUCH
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To tell a story without words is a daunting

prospect. How can characters be understood if

we cannot hear them? How can themes be

explored if they are never spoken about? How

can stories be told without their narrator? 

And yet, once the initial fear subsides, a world of

creative possibilities arises. In forging a new

cinematic language, imagination is demanded.

Creativity and innovation should not be sought

purely in the verbal. Words are an immediate way

to communicate a desired sentiment to an

audience.

But sometimes, it is the patient message, told

quietly through a recurring musical motif, that

plants deeper into the minds of the eager

watcher. Consequently, we see the ‘background’

elements of filmmaking – music, sound, art -

become the forefront of the storytelling

experience. 

A colour on screen is no longer a backdrop to a

spoken-line, but the word itself. The joy of music

as a dialogue is that it is not prescriptive, but

ultimately unique in meaning to each listener.

One may see a guitar solo as an inexplicable

musical interlude, but another viewer may find a

complex monologue within the notes. 

When considered as autonomous modes of

communication, these non-verbal means of

storytelling shine endless creative light. And, for

an audience, being spoken to through music,

dance, colour, and sounds may allow us to

appreciate the non-verbal more in our own lives. 

Aaron Rozanski discusses his upcoming

project with UltraViolet Theatre Company,

an innovative feature film co-directed with

fellow Master's student Olivia Swain.
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TOUCH
Stills from

TOUCH is a feature-length film from UVTC, directed by Aaron Rozanski and Olivia Swain. We follow three

infant siblings as they inexplicably wake up upon a sandy shore. As they silently explore this deserted

coastline, a wonderous oceanic world begins to grow around them. And as they journey out into the

beckoning waters, they drift deeper and deeper into a surreal dimension of dreams and nightmares. A story

about childhood, innocence and imagination, TOUCH reflects the universal sadness of our isolation and

loneliness. We should no longer be obsessed with disconnection but rather our reconnection with the world.



Furthermore, after hearing an American friend livestream himself performing at

the beginning of the pandemic, Murray felt inclined to begin interactive online

workshops, covering topics from Greek tragedy, Shakespeare, to Tennessee

Williams. "We want to start formalising those educational workshops, so they

become resources" into the post-pandemic era, he says: the effects of COVID-19

"have made us think again, and it's made us raise our game… I think when we

come out, we are going to be more profound in perhaps what we think is

important; we are going to want a different world". Through a broader lens,

Murray also discussed how inspiring it had been to see the way that the industry

has rallied around to support itself. 

Spotlight on... Elysium Theatre
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Molly Knox sat down with Jake Murray, director and co-founder of Elysium Theatre Company, to discuss North

East theatre, his work during and post-COVID-19, and Elysium's production of Hello and Goodbye. 

Jake Murray has been a theatre director for nearly thirty years, becoming 

a director because he "wanted to see productions the way [he] imagined them

and provide for other people what [he] got from theatre". Elysium was born

after a conversation with an actor, Danny Soloman, in Waterstones in 2016.

The North East theatre company - entitled in honour of his wife who teaches

Classics, 'Elysium' being a paradise afterlife world in Ancient Greece – seeks

to perform a range of theatre, from Shakespeare to the COVID-19

Monologues. Murray described his company's success as "tribute to the

openness and readiness of North Eastern Theatres to support us". Indeed,

having worked in various places in the UK, including in Manchester and at

the Edinburgh Fringe, when he moved to Durham "the first theatre that

opened up to me here was the Assembly Rooms".

We discussed his feelings and personal connection towards theatre in the 

North East and how this had informed his career. Murray enthused about the theatrical quality of the region: "most of

my youth, and also seven years of my professional career I was in Manchester… the home of regional theatre, with a

tradition of playwrighting", he explained. "What is extraordinary about the North East is just how many theatres there

are", Murray commented, "even in small villages and towns, there are plays never been seen outside London or

Broadway." 

Since moving here, Murray has fallen in love with the region, even discovering ancestry nearby; this project has meant

"coming home to roost". Elaborating on Elysium's goal to bring even more theatre to the North East, Murray was keen

to stress that, "what we're not saying is we are outsiders parachuting in, saying 'aren't you lucky in the North East'- it's

something else." They want Elysium to give a voice to the North East in a way people haven't been heard previously,

celebrating artists' work from the region on and offstage to tell fresh and authentic stories. 

I went on to ask about the challenges and opportunities that this trying year for theatre have brought Murray and his

company. Despite having productions cancelled and the frustration of navigating the logistics of performing socially

distanced plays, the situation has made Elysium discover other ways they can work. Even after COVID-19, "online work

of that kind will continue to be a part of what we do", Murray maintained. 



In addition, Murray expressed his admiration for the coming together of the 'top' and 'fringes' of the theatre sector: "the

Andrew Lloyd Webbers, the Ian McKellens, went into bat for the whole industry…that hasn't been completely successful

- because how could it be? - but that was a big thing."

Lastly, we discussed Elysium's upcoming production, Hello and Goodbye, in collaboration with the Northern School of

Art. Although admired, playwright Athol Fugard is not commonly regarded as sitting on the pedestal of great 20th-

century playwrights, yet the development of the production has been a gratifying process. "The brilliance of this play is

that it's just two actors [Hannah Ellis Ryan, producer and actor, and Danny Soloman, co-founder of Elysium with

Murray], and yet it's so superbly well written that you are completely held and entertained for that time". 

Though surrounding the interactions of a white brother and sister, the play is profoundly political and staunchly anti-

apartheid. As Murray explains, the is set in a "time when the poor white community had been crippled by the

depression for thirty years". Such long-lasting discontent led to government fears that an alliance would form between

the black and poor white communities and, "in the classic Marxist sense, that the disaffection between the poor whites

could threaten the stability of the regime". As a result, he theorises, the government "decided to reinforce apartheid…

putting money into the white community, and in doing so making them allies of the state."

Murray advocated that the previous year has illustrated

how precious the UK Arts industry is, including

economically: "we are a vital part of the country, and I

kind of hope that the government recognises that it has

to invest in that." In addition, Murray expressed his

admiration for the coming together of the 'top' and

'fringes' of the theatre sector: "the Andrew Lloyd

Webbers, the Ian McKellens, went into bat for the

whole industry…that hasn't been completely successful

- because how could it be? - but that was a big thing."

He advocated that the previous year has illustrated

how precious the UK Arts industry is, including

economically: "we are a vital part of the country, and I

kind of hope that the government recognises that it has

to invest in that." 

Spotlight on... Elysium Theatre
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Hello and Goodbye is "one of those wonderful plays

that goes right to the bottom of society", exploring

sibling deals and rivalry and peering into two

characters, brimming with depth and dimensions. In

addition, it has "one of the best parts for a woman",

Murray opines: Hester is "frank and honest… and how

rebellious". I relate with his enthusiasm for people to

watch and respond to this character – and, it must be

said, all of Elysium's exciting work to come.



After an extremely competitive application process, involving multiple 

rounds of submissions, development days and interviews, Flower 

earned a place with the BBC New Creatives commission in 2020. 

This is a talent development scheme helping creative, driven young 

people to create and deliver their new artistic works in film, audio or interactive media, designed for BBC platforms. "I

submitted an application cause I'm bored, it's COVID", she commented, with typical self-deprecation, but it has had

magnificent results: working with a BBC script editor and independent production company, Pier Productions, Flower

has written and developed her own fifteen-minute audio play, 'Commuters', intended to be released on BBC Sounds

and perhaps even radio later this year.

When exactly this release will occur is a contentious question. "I wish they'd hurry up and release it, because we've

been working on it since basically this time last year", she says. The process of submission began in June, permissions

were granted in September, script development work continued until December, and January was casting and

recording time, leaving only the frustrating anticipation of its release since. "They're really slow and they never actually

tell you when things will come out - even the production company have no clue, because it's a programming thing

that's happening on a higher level", she explains.

Issy Flower: The BBC, DST and I 
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Issy Flower would despise the idea of being a member of the DST

establishment. Nevertheless, after spending two years on the DST exec

as Workshops Secretary, leading Castle Theatre Company from 2019-

20, running Palatinate Stage, winning Best Supporting Actress (audio) at

the D'Oscars 2021 and best writer at the D’Oliviers 2019, she may

have to admit she has a small part in it - as she seems to have had in

every play this year. Certainly, even retaining her distaste for cliquiness

despite a love for drama, Flower has earned her colours as one of the

most prominent theatre-makers and writers of the DST scene. Having

graduated this year, it is only natural that she would be snapped up by

the professional world as soon as possible and, thankfully, the BBC

seem to agree.

Despite this uncertainty, gaining a paid, professional showing on perhaps

the most prominent British platform is a startling achievement. I cannot

be the only one wondering whether she has a body double or vampiric

lack of need for sleep: how has she had time to develop this professional

piece while navigating the most academically demanding year of

University and writing two additional DST plays? The answer seems

deceptively simple: "Keeping on top of deadlines which I set", she

suggests, "the recording was in January, so I escaped summative time

and it worked out quite well". With this advice, perhaps this newsletter

would have been finished months earlier... following deadlines, who

would have guessed?

Sophie Tice speaks with Issy Flower, recent graduate of English from Castle and upcoming theatrical

professional 



What is the biggest challenge? It's two-fold. "Firstly, trying to get into the mindset of working with professionals and not

being cowed by it. The biggest shift is that you're working with people who have award-winning dramas and actors

with professional credits - you need to make sure you feel like you're on the same level as them, that you have the

confidence to direct and take the lead". Despite Flowers' experience with writing audio dramas, beginning the COVID-

enforced DST audio boom with The Marley Stones over the summer of 2020, the second is format and commission-

specific: in the professional world, you have a slot and have to fill its time exactly. "You have to be so precise - you

cannot be more than fifteen minutes, including the opening and credits. Even taking another thirty seconds off is at

least half a page, which can be quite substantial to plot and characterisation. It's training yourself to be able to cut

things and not be precious about it".

No doubt Flower has big things in her future, but what does it hold? "Who knows!". Wanting to go into writing and

acting if possible, she recognises that it is "such difficult thing to do at the same time... it's just applying for things and

writing things and sending them off endlessly - unlike with a job job, it doesn't end". Given that Pier Productions, the

"really supportive and really lovely" company with which Flower has created her audio drama, offered to pay her

without any formal necessity, her wish for a continued partnership seems likely. Flower’s ultimate dream is to "write or

be in an episode of Doctor Who", as she finally admits, "I just want to be in the credits!". A relatable desire - and she

already has somewhat of River Song’s hair. 

Now an upcoming professional writer, the question about her tips for less-established student writers is obligatory -

and yet, "I hate this, I hate this so much", Flower still cringes. Nevertheless, her advice is valuable. "Put on as much

work as you can in as many formats as while you're at University - the most successful people we have seen this year

have creative stuff on the radio, have gone into film or done other things as well as producing full-length plays. That

diversification is how you're going to sustain a career, cause otherwise you're not going to get paid". Twitter and the

BBC Writer's Room are key resources, and the dedication to continually seek opportunities a crucial trait. Most of all,

"just keep writing", she eloquently preaches: "I hate myself". Luckily, DST has loved her and the professional world is

falling too: grab your autographs now kids, Flower is blooming.

Interview: Issy Flower
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Perhaps Flower's extensive experience within DST came to her aid -

and, indeed, there are more direct parallels to the professional realm

than one might expect. "They are two different worlds, but very

similar. At Durham, you are doing it with mates and can take your

time with it a bit more. With the BBC, it is more fast-moving but

simultaneously takes forever because of how long they take to get

back to you - they're working on another sixteen things at once".

Thankfully, as it's technically a paid training opportunity that happens

to be with a professional company, rather than a professional job, "it

felt more like DST than it might have done".



D'Oscar Results 2021
The D’Oscars is a celebration of Durham Student Theatre, applauding the hard work that has gone into creating

theatre in this unconventional year, from live shows to radio plays. Congratulations to everyone involved!

 
 

Best Publicity – Blackbird (Suffragette);

Frankenstein (CTC and Green Door);

The Three Musketeers (DUADS); Meeting

Point (12ST); Rules for Being a Man

(Sightline Productions).

Best Set Design – Blackbird (Suffragette);

Icons (Suffragette); Meeting Point (12ST);

Agency (Suffragette); The House of

Bernarda Alba (DST Freshers Play).

Best Sound Design – Icons (Suffragette);

The Road to Huntsville (12ST); The

House of Bernarda Alba (DST Freshers

Play); Rules for Being a Man (Sightline

Productions); Meeting Point (12ST).

Best Sound Design (audio) –

Frankenstein (CTC and Green Door);

The Three Musketeers (DUADS); The

Marley Stones (CTC); The Lovers (DUCT

– DDF); The Fictional Five (Green Door).

Best Tech – The Three Musketeers

(DUADS); Meeting Point (12ST);

Frankenstein (CTC and Green Door);

Icons (Suffragette); Rules for Being a

Man (Sightline Productions).

Best Costume, Hair and Makeup – Icons

(Suffragette); Who Put Bella in the Wych

Elm? (Wrong Tree); John & Jen (TDTC);

Degenerate (Feather – DDF).

Best Mistake – Ben Johanson falling

through the trap door during The House

of Bernarda Alba; Everyone who tried to

put on a show during a pandemic;

Misspelling of ‘wych’ on one of the flats

in Who Put Bella in the Wych Elm?

Best Original Music – Icons (Suffragette);

The Three Musketeers (DUADS);

Frankenstein (CTC and Green Door).

Best Showcase – TDTC Freshers

Showcase (TDTC); 48 Hours (Suffragette

Theatre Company); HBT Miscast:

Seasons of Love (HBT); The Classical

Acting Showcase (DUCT).

 

Best Actor – Ben Willows (Icons); Ben

Willows (Blackbird); Jack De Deney (The

Interview); Cameron Ashplant (Rules for

Being a Man); Ben Smart (Degenerate).

Best Actor (audio) – Ben Willows

(Frankenstein); Charlie Howe (The

Lovers); Tom Cain (Frankenstein); Alex

Comaish (The Three Musketeers); Tom

Pyle (The Lovers).

Best Actress – Daisy Hargreaves

(Blackbird); Hatty Taggart (Meeting

Point); Anna Pycock (John & Jen);

Eleanor Storey (The Interview); Isabella

Thompson (Icons).

Best Actress (audio) – Eloise Richmond

(The Marley Stones); Charlie Barnett (The

Lovers); Adela Hernandez Derbyshire

(The Lovers); Naomi Cook

(Frankenstein); Olivia Adderley (The

Three Musketeers).

Best Ensemble (audio) – Frankenstein

(CTC and Green Door); Absolution

(DUCT); The Three Musketeers (DUADS);

The Lovers (DUCT); The Marley Stones

(CTC).

Best Musical Director – Josh Tarrier;

Chiara Fahy Spada; Jonathan Yeap;

Vivienne Shaw; Ollie Fabb.

Best Technical Director – Dragos Farcas;

Anna Bodrenkova; Conrad Staroscik;

Charlotte Beech; Emily Jupe.

Best Producer – Kate Pesenti; Lamesha

Ruddock; Sol Noya; Erin Waks; John

Duffett.

Best Director – Tom Murray; Esalan

Gates; Esther Levin & Lucy Little; Lauren

Brewer; Francesca Haydon-White.

 

Best New Student Writing – Grace by

Miriam Templeman; Meeting Point by

Imogen Usherwood; The Three

Musketeers by various; The Lovers by

Esalan Gates; Icons by Tom Murray.

Best Audio Drama – Frankenstein (CTC

and Green Door); The Three Musketeers

(DUADS); The Marley Stones (CTC); The

Lovers (DUCT); The Republic of Eric

(Buttered Toast – DDF).

Best Show – Icons (Suffragette); Blackbird

(Suffragette); Meeting Point (12ST); John

& Jen (TDTC); Rules for Being a Man

(Sightline Productions).

Best Ensemble – Icons (Suffragette);

Meeting Point (12ST); The House of

Bernarda Alba (DST Freshers Play); Rules

for Being a Man (Sightline Productions);

TDTC Freshers Showcase  (TDTC).

Best Supporting Actor – Alexander Cohen

(Icons); Archie Collins (Meeting Point);

Will Drake (HBT Miscast: Seasons of

Love); Jacob Freda (Icons); Tom Cain

(Rules for Being A Man).

Best Supporting actor (audio) – Jacob

Freda (Frankenstein); Rob Morrissey (The

Three Musketeers); Thomas Mullan (The

Fictional Five); Peter Firbank (The Three

Musketeers); Alistair Hall (The Three

Musketeers).

Best Supporting Actress – Eliana Franks

(Agency); Miriam Templeman (Rules for

Being A Man); Isabella Thompson

(Agency); Izzy Mackie (Grace).

Best Supporting Actress (audio) – Issy

Flower (Absolution); Mathilde Brun (The

Three Musketeers); Hannah Burnett (The

Three Musketeers); Alexandra Hart (The

Three Musketeers).


